We present an algorithm based on Newton's method and a systematic enlargement of a feasible region for solving finitely, systems of non linear inequalities. The method depends crucially on the superllnear rate of convergence of Newton's method.
1.

Introduction
An examination of the engineering literature (see for example [1]) shows that not infrequently the designer is not so much interested in optimizing performance, as in meeting specifications. Generally, such specifications can be expressed as a system of differentiable inequalities gi(x) < 0, j = 1,2,...,m (l.D which describe a set with a nonempty interior. An important special case in which a designer needs to solve a system of inequalities arrises in pro blems of design centering, tolerancing and tuning (see [2] ) [3] ). In such a problem, a designer is required to minimize some performance index, subject to constraints on the form max min max C (x,w,x) <_ 0, (1), with g 1(x) = cJ(x,w,x) for all j£J. Now, as it is well known, under certain conditions, it is possible to find a solution to such a system of inequalities in a finite number of iterations by means of any one of the existing feasible directions algorithms (see [7] )
Unfortunately, feasible directions algorithms are rather slow and the ques tion arises whether it is not possible to adapt a faster method, such as the Newton method described in [ 4, 5 ] Newton's method converges quadratically. exists an x such that g (x ) < 0. If we knew such an e E (0,e],,we could /\ apply the following version of Newton's method described in [5 ] to find x£ (under the heading restoration iteration function a).
Algorithm 2.1 (Newton Method -MP Version [5 ] ).
Parameters: a E (0,1/2), $ E (0,1), L » 1.
Data: x
Step 0: Set i = 0.
Step 1: Solve the QP for v.
Step 2: If v. exists and llv.II < L, set h. = v.. Else set h. = 7:
e. set h. =-^|"gE:^i)+ll2).
Step 3: Compute the smallest integer k _> 0 such that
Step 4: Set x ±=x. +3kh±, set i=i+1 and go to step 1.
Q
We now collect from [4, 5] , the relevant results of this method. Data: z E ]Rn, £ > 0.
Step 0: Set k = 0.
-7*
Step 1
If^n(z, ) < 0, stop. Else set i = 0, x_ = z , e = e 0X k Solve QP (2.6) for v..
0
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
If v,, exists and Hv.ll < L, set h. = v.. Else set h.
Compute the smallest integer j >_ 0 such that
Step 5: Set x -= x +$Jh.. Thus if x is the limit of the infinite sequence {x.} generated by algoek rithm 2.1 when it has been initialised at x~= z, , with k _> k~, then
Ilzk+i-\ '4^(2-28)
for all k G K, k 1 k0, where <5 E (0,Mllg (z ) II) . {z,} cannot be infinite. This completes our proof. Q
